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Topic overview: In this unit children learn about the Early Islamic World and how the
civilisation developed. They link this to locating where the Early Islamic civilisation was
founded and the modern day geography of these areas. They use computing to create Islamic
art using geometric designs and use printing techniques to replicate this. They discuss what it
means to be tolerant of other religions.
https://michaelt1979.files.wordpress.com/2014/04/history-10-early-islamic-civilisationbaghdad.pdf
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Art skills
• Develop and imaginatively extend ideas from starting points throughout the curriculum.
• Collect information, sketches and resources and present ideas imaginatively in a sketch
book.
• Build up layers of colours.
• Create an accurate pattern, showing fine detail.
• Use a range of visual elements to reflect the purpose of the work.
• Show how the work of those studied was influential in both society and to other artists.
• Create original pieces that show a range of influences and styles
Previous Knowledge:
Drawing and Water colours – Henri Rousseau
Claude Monet
Frida Kahlo
Computing skills
Use sequence, selection and repetition in programs; work with variables and various



forms of input and output
Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and



correct errors in algorithms and programs
Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of



digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that
accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data
and information
Basic skills to be taught alongside:


Can select, move, rename and delete files – year 5



Can change file types to reduce size if necessary – year 6



Is aware of compatibility issues between different programs or versions of the same
program – year 6
Can combine the use of ICT tools for different purposes – year 5



Previous Knowledge: design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals,
including controlling or simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them
into smaller parts
use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various



forms of input and output
use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and



correct errors in algorithms and programs
Basic skills to be taught alongside:
Can choose the type of program for a given task – year 4
PSHE skills


the importance of respecting others, even when they are very different from them (for
example, physically, in character, personality or backgrounds), or make different
choices or have different preferences or beliefs)



practical steps they can take in a range of different contexts to improve or support
respectful relationships

Previous Knowledge:

Respectful Relationships: - the conventions of courtesy and manners, the importance of
self-respect and how this links to their own happiness, that in school and in wider
society they can expect to be treated with respect by others, and that in turn they should
show due respect to others, including those in positions of authority, about different
types of bullying (including cyberbullying), the impact of bullying, responsibilities of
bystanders (primarily reporting bullying to an adult) and how to get help

An important trade route was called The Silk Road and stretched from East Asia and
Southeast Asia to South Asia, Persia, the Arabian Peninsula, East Africa and Southern
Europe.
There was a lucrative trade in silk.
Islam started in the cities of Mecca and Medina in what is now Saudi Arabia following the
teachings of the prophet Muhammad (pbuh) about CE 630.
By CE 1000, part of what is now Pakistan, India, Turkey and Greece were also incorporated
into the Islamic Empire.
Islamic art makes use of geometric patterns and symmetries in many of its art forms.
This period of time was also known as the Islamic Golden Age.
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